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Abstract

Global optimization of black box functions is a problem of theoretical and practical interest.
Many applications require the optimization of an unknown, noisy function that is expensive
to evaluate. Bayesian optimization (BO) comes as a natural, powerful tool that addresses
this problem, as its goal is to sequentially optimize a function with unknown convexity
properties or mathematical representation.

Such optimization occurs in several life sciences and engineering problems, such as the
optimization of spinal electrical stimulation protocols to restore motor function after spinal
cord injury. Epidural electrical stimulation (EES) of the spinal cord is a promising neu-
romodulation strategy that has been shown to facilitate locomotion in spinal cord injury
(SCI) patients and allow the selective recruitment of arm mucles in nonhuman primates.
Nonetheless, for these type of therapy to be efficient, all the inherent technologies, such as
the Implantable Pulse Generator (IPG), the corresponding electrode array and its positioning
along the lumbosacral or cervical segments of the spinal cord, must work seemingly to
output adequate stimuli which produce the desired leg or arm movements, depending on the
type of electrical stimulation, lumbar or cervical respectively.

Optimizing stimulation parameters is a troublesome and laborious work for a team of human
experts, due to the fact that for each subject it exists a vast space of possible choices.
Moreover, while trying to find the best stimulation for each scenario, an appropriate search
of the vast space of possible solutions must also be maintained, in order to obtain a better
grasp of the underlying interaction between the spinal cord and the different stimuli.

In this work, a learning algorithm was developed to autonomously chose stimuli that deliver
the most effective muscles activation patterns. A stimulation framework needed to run these
experiments was also built. In human patients, two type of movements were optimized,
whole leg flexion and knee extension, and in nonhuman primates two different functions
were optimized, grasp and reach.

When applying this algorithm to human patients, for lumbar stimulation optimization, it
managed to achieve a good stimulation under 20 iterations, which amounts, in average,
to 2.00 minutes into the optimization session. A structured search of the vast space of
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possible options was also visible, as it explored more distinct stimulations in comparison
with the human team, while arriving at comparable stimulations in the end. Similar results
were obtained when applying the algorithm to cervical stimulation in nonhuman primates.
Moreover, in the former situation of lumbar stimulation, the algorithm was able to correctly
make predictions using information of previous runs to guide the search more efficiently in
current runs.

Overall, I demonstrated in this thesis the integration of novel machine learning approaches
into clinical research applications involving electrical stimulation of the spinal cord in both
patients and non-human primates for eliciting leg and arm movements. In future applica-
tions, such approaches will enable to accelerate and automatize the optimization of person-
alized stimulation parameters and to increase the scalability of such therapies.

Keywords : Bayesian optimization, Gaussian processes, spinal cord electrical stimulation,
decision making, interactive machine learning systems
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Resumo

Optimização global de black box functions é um problema de interesse prático e teorico.
Muitas aplicações requerem a optimização de uma função desconhecida que d́ifícil de avaliar.
Optimização Bayesiana (BO) aparece como uma ferramenta, natural e poderosa, que se
pode aplicar a este problema, visto que o seu objetivo é optimizar a procura sequencial de
um máximo ou mínimo de uma função sem propriedades de convergência conhecida ou
representação matemática.

Um problema prático onde estas condições referidas são verdade é na optimização de estim-
ulação elétrica da espinal medula. Estimulação elétrica epidural (EES) da espinal medula, é
uma proeminente estratégia de neuromodulação que demonstrou facilitar a locomoção em
pacientes com lesão na espinal medula e, também, recrutamento seletivo de músculos dos
membros superiores em primatas não humanos. De qualquer das formas, para este tipo de
terapia ser bem sucedido, toda a tecnologia inerente, como o Implantable Pulse Generator
(IPG), o correspondente conjunto de eletrodos e a sua posição na parte lumbossagrado ou
cervical da espinal medula, tem de funcionar com a precisão de um relógio suíço para poder
produzir estímulos adequados que darão origem ao movimento desejado.

Encontrar estes estímulos adequados é um trabalho moroso e difícil, devido ao fato de que,
para cada caso, existe um vasto leque de soluções possíveis. A acrescentar que, durante
a procura de estímulo adequado ao tipo de movimento que desejamos, uma exploração
razoável tem de ser feita em relação a todos os possíveis estímulos para termos um mel-
hor entendimento da relação entre a estimulação e o seu efeito nos diversos casos. Este
procedimento é atualmente feito por uma equipa de peritos.

Neste trabalho, um algoritmo de aprendizagem foi desenvolvido para automaticamente se-
lecionar estímulos que obtenham os resultados desejados para cada situação. Foi igual-
mente construído um framework de estimulação necessário para correr as experiências. Em
pacientes humanos, foram optimizados dois tipos de movimentos, flexão inteira da perna
e extensão do joelho. Em primatas não humanos, também dois tipos de função foram
optimizados, aperto da mão e alcance do braço.

Ao aplicarmos este algoritmo em pacientes humanos para a optimização de estimulação
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lumbar, foi alcançada uma boa estimulação em menos de 20 iterações, o correspondente
em média a 2 minutos, enquanto também fazia um exploração estruturada de todo o espaço
possível de estimulações que era permitido explorar. Foram obtidos resultados semelhantes
nas experiências em primatas. Na situação de optimização lumbar, o algoritmo também
foi capaz de fazer previsões corretas para diferentes estimulações usando informação de
experiências anteriores para as experiências que estavam a decorrer.

Concluindo, demonstrei com esta tese a integração de abordagens inovadoras de machine
learning em abientes clínicos reais envolvendo a estimulação eléctrica da espinal medula.
Em aplicações futuras, estas abordagens iram permitir a automatização e a rápida optimiza-
ção de parametros para a estimulação eléctrica, aumentando a escalabilidade de tais terapias.

Palavras-chave : Optimização Bayesiana, processos Gaussianos, estimulação elétrica da
espinal medula, processo de tomada de decisão, systemas de machine learning interativos
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Introduction 1
Bayesian Optimization

It was recently discovered that learning and decision making might share a pathway in the
human brain that allows humans to simultaneously learn while making decisions and that
we ought not to think of one without the other [Dunovan et al., 2019]. Questions as simple
as which restaurant to eat, invoke an immense mechanism that tries to help us make the
optimal decision. How do we become better? By accumulating past evidence. This is a
setting that some Bayesian approaches take inspiration from.

Nevertheless, real life applications are not as simple as the choice of restaurant, in the sense
that they are usually referent to interactive data-driven systems involving large number
of possible parameter choices, per example in medicine, chemistry or astronomy. More
specifically, interactive machine learning methods are beginning to be deployed in several
domains such as the fine tuning of delicate machines [Kirschner et al., 2019], to choose op-
timal designs [Brochu et al., 2010a] or to address preference choosing with binary feedback
[Eric et al., 2008].

Automating decision making in these settings is not trivial. We must address adequately
the exploration of the space of possible options, where we acquire information about our
problem by choosing points with high uncertainty, and exploitation, where we make deci-
sions in regions where we are more confident that yield the best outcome. This balance in
the gain of information is called the exploration-exploitation problem. A central problem in
many interactive decision-making systems. One possible way to tackle this situation, is to
build a system that iteratively adapts its choices taking into account previous observations.
With Bayesian optimization (BO) we try to optimize a black box function, with unknown
convexity properties, or mathematical representation, by sequentially querying this function.

With this in mind, Bayesian optimization has emerged as a powerful solution for a broad
class of fields [Shahriari et al., 2015], such as environmental monitoring [Marchant and Ramos, 2012],
combinatorial optimization [Hutter et al., 2011] and automatic machine learning [Bergstra et al., 2011].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Spinal Cord Injury and STIMO

Amongst the problems where BO could be applied, electrical spinal stimulation to promote
muscle activity after spinal cord injury (SCI) is one of them. In severe cases of complete
injury, SCI leads to the impossibility to walk, or in incomplete injuries, a deficient gait
pattern. SCI affects significantly the patient’s quality of life, and several different therapies
are being developed to restore some basic functionalities that could improve their day-to-day
activities [Mahmoudi et al., 2013] [Moraud et al., 2018] [Ethier et al., 2012].

It was recently demonstrated, in the clinical feasibility study currently ongoing in the host
laboratory (STIMO: Stimulation Movement Overground), that the spatiotemporal stimula-
tion of the spinal cord enables the restoration of leg motor control and walking capabilities
in individuals with severe spinal cord injury [Wagner et al., 2018]. These results were
achieved using a multi-electrode array, surgically implanted epidurally over the posterior
aspect of the lumbosacral spinal cord of the affected SCI patients in order to perform
epidural electrical stimulation (EES).

Tonic EES is used to alleviate chronic pain [Kumar et al., 1998], but can also be used for
walking therapy in patients with SCI [Angeli et al., 2018]. However, tonic stimulation
leads to considerable coactivation as it stimulates all posterior roots simultaneously. A new
method, pioneered in STIMO, uses this stimulation spatiotemporally, trying to replicate the
natural pattern of activity of these posterior roots during a healthy gait. From Figure 1.1
c, three sequentially activated hotspots during a gait cycle are visible. Combining the
information from Figure 1.1 a and b, and using the paddle array seen in the left in f, it
is possibly to try and target specific roots that would induce the desired movements, seen in
Figure 1.1 e, to produce a full gait cycle. It is becoming obvious that this is not a effortless
task, and a complex framework is necessary to achieve good results. This framework
developed by [Wagner et al., 2018] is depicted in Figure 1.1 d. A crucial part of this
new method, is the choice of stimulation, which zone to target, at which amplitude and
frequency and during how much time. In this project, burst stimulations are used. Whereas
in tonic spinal cord stimulation, pulses are delivered at a consistent frequency, pulse width
and amplitude, burst stimulation delivers groups of pulses separated by a pulse-free period
called interburst interval, during which passive repolarization occurs prior to the next burst
[Slavin et al., 2016].

The STIMO project also has a great phisyotherapeutical component, which is not in the
scope of this thesis, but that in cooperation with these novel neurotechnologies, led to
breakthrough results [Wagner et al., 2018].
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Figure 1.1: Summary of the STIMO project. a Distribution of motor neuron pools within the
spinal cord. b Map od motor neuron activation underlying torque production in a healthy subject.
c Spatiotemporal map of motor neuron activation highlights hotspots. d General summary of the
neurotechnologies present in the framework the host lab uses. A multidirectional assistance of trunk
movements, an implantable pulse generator connected to a 16-electrode paddle array and a real time
processing of EMG and kinematics ensure that targeted EED coincides with the intended movement.
e Functional target of each hotspot. f Electrophysiological experiments used to determine optimal
electrodes and amplitudes for targeting specific spinal cord regions. In grey, the EMG responses of
single-pulse EES at increasing amplitudes. In black, results for optimal amplitudes. Image adapted
from [Wagner et al., 2018]
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Although the technology described in the last section is promising, finding personalized
stimulations for each patient is not an effortless task, as each single stimulation pattern is
comprised of one possible electrode configuration (a combination of anodes and cathodes),
an amplitude, a frequency, a pulse width and a duration of stimulation. As mentioned, the
stimulation is a crucial part of this new method. More selective stimulations that recruit
only the desired motor neuron pools, will lead to more natural functional movements which
in turn results in a better therapy and chance of recovery for the patient.

Nevertheless, the fine tuning of these stimulation protocols, which will be referred to as
Functional Mapping throughout this document, is an extremely time-consuming process
that does not guarantee optimal convergence, which requires a trained team and has limited
therapeutic value for the patient since during this process the patient is not training in
optimal settings. Furthermore, to achieve a good stimulation, a good knowledge of both
the technology and the field of spinal cord injury and stimulation is needed, which makes
the team of human experts extremely valuable but also a bottleneck when it comes to the
scalability of this project. Our main motivation, breaks down to addressing this problem
in an efficient manner by using novel learning algorithms. Specifically, previous work
has shown that this problem, which can be framed as a exploration-exploitation situa-
tion, can be tackled by using online learning algorithms based in Bayesian optimization
[Desautels et al., 2015] [Sui and Burdick, 2017] [Sui et al., 2018]. Nevertheless, STIMO
is not the only setting where an optimization of spinal electrical stimulation is needed
[Barra et al., 2018] [Capogrosso et al., 2016]. In research, several projects use similar types
of stimulation, such as cervical, and their Functional Mapping phase also deprives the
researchers of valuable time.

Clearly, these therapies would greatly benefit for a more automatic approach in the choosing
of not only stimulation protocols, but also the full temporal stimulation. Yet, the latter, is
a more intricate setting, as not only the patients improve with the therapy in long-term and
hence the stimulation must be adjusted, but short-term changes are also important to be
taken into account as the patients get tired or change position while walking, which greatly
affects the stimulation performance. Therefore, our main motivation for this thesis resides
in a need for improvement of the Functional Mapping phase.
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1.2. GOALS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

1.2 Goals and Contributions

This thesis had the main goal of being a step forward into the integration of novel machine
learning technologies in a real clinical setting. Explicitly, the improvement of the Functional
Mapping phase, in terms of the comfort of the patient or animal throughout the sessions and
the time it steals from the researchers , while arriving, ultimately, to comparable stimulations
to the human expert team.

To achieve these goals a fast stimulation framework was built, both for non-human primates
experiences and human patients. This framework successfully incorporated software already
used in the different projects, which makes its use less troublesome.
A learning algorithm was developed to take advantage of this framework and was success-
fully applied to the problem of finding optimal stimulations for different desired movements
in distinct settings, lumbosacral and cervical stimulation. Another iteration of this algorithm
was also developed, but only applied offline and not in the online optimization setting,
nevertheless its results already dictate a possible future direction.

In the end, we believe this type of work improves the overall therapeutic recovery experience
and allows for a bigger scalability for this rehabilitation framework.

1.3 Organization

This thesis is structured in six major chapters:

In Chapter 1 - Introduction, the motivation and goals for this thesis are presented

In Chapter 2 - Mathematical Foundations, we explain the necessary background infor-
mation for the understanding of this thesis..

In Chapter 3 - Algorithmic Design, we discuss the different choices for the algorithm
design.

In Chapter 4 - Experimental Results, we describe our results in human patients and non-
human primates.

In Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Future Work, a summary of our work and a view of future
perspectives is presented.
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Mathematical Foundations 2
This chapter is intended to provide the reader with necessary background in order to fully
understand this thesis. We first begin with the theoretical foundations which the imple-
mented algorithms were built from, specifically the probabilistic model. Then, we move
on to how we can make an utility-based selection of the next observation to choose from
our latent function, using the results from the previous section. Finally, two metrics are
introduced to access the quality of the algorithm.

Bayesian Optimization

Mathematically, in the setting of Bayesian optimization (BO), we are concern in finding the
global maximizer of an unknown objective function f :

argmax
x∈χ⊂Rd

f(x)

where χ is the search space where we operate which often is a compact subset of Rd. In most
cases, where Bayesian optimization is applied to, this function f(x) has no mathematical
representation and its evaluation is costly. We will, however, assume that this black box
function can be evaluated at any point belonging to χ, returning a noisy output y.

BO is a sequential model-based approach, that tries to efficiently solve an exploration-
exploitation problem. Here, we want to choose high reward yielding points, but also to
properly explore our search space to have a more structured view of the underlying re-
ward function we are optimizing. Hence, a suitable framework is one that can both make
predictions and preserve a measure of uncertainty about those predictions and exploit this
information to guide its exploration of the search space. This can be achieved by the choice
of a probabilistic model, regarding the former requirement, and of an acquisition function,
in respect to the latter. Which are the two key ingredients of BO that we will explain in more
detail in this chapter. Essentially, we want to use all the information that is available and not
rely on local gradient and Hessian approximations. With this mindset, what we obtain is a
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS

an algorithm that performs more computation to choose sequential points but that will find
the maximum of black-box functions with relatively fewer evaluations.

A general procedure for BO is to take this probabilistic surrogate, that models our prior
beliefs about the objective function we are optimizing, and use it to produce a posterior
distribution, that, in turn, will be used by the acquisition function to probe which should be
the next point to choose. After, we explore this new point and query the objective function at
this location, we update our beliefs regarding the prior distribution and we can now calculate
a more informed posterior. Algorithm 2.1 shows a more concrete explanation in pseudo-
code.

Algorithm 2.1 Bayesian optimization
1: Initialize algorithm
2: for n = 1,2,... do
3: Choose new point xn according to acquisition function ζ

xn = argmax
x

(ζ(x; (xi, yi)
n−1
i=1 ))

4: Obtain respective yn for chosen xn
5: Augment data with new pair of points
6: Update probabilistic model

2.1 Probabilistic model

A great deal of the efficiency of BO arises from the ability to incorporate prior beliefs
about the problem in order to guide its search. The same way we, as human beings, when
faced with a new problem use our past experiences, preferably similar to the situation we
find ourselves in, to solve it. When using a new computer, we already expect it to have a
power button, as well as a keyboard and operating system, the same way we can make our
algorithm expect certain characteristics about our problem. Curiously, work has been done
in characterizing human active search as a BO framework, [Borji and Itti, 2013].

One powerful assumption incorporated in most algorithms, and again, also present in hu-
mans, is the smoothness constraint our world seems to be subject of. If we believe that our
objective function is extremely smooth, data with a high number of oscillations should be
considered less likely than data that does not deviate greatly from the mean. This type of
assumptions is what our probabilistic model can assimilate.

Practically, many models can be used as priors, take per example [Snoek et al., 2015]
or [Shah et al., 2014], however, Gaussian processes (GP) dominate the literature in BO
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2.1. PROBABILISTIC MODEL

regarding the choice of prior model. In this chapter we will describe how GPs can be used
in our setting, how they work and what do we need to perform GP regression.

2.1.1 Gaussian Processes

GPs are a non parametric approach that help us describe the functions that are consistent
with our data [MacKay, 1998]. Instead of agreeing with a function f determined by n

parameters θ that we try to optimize in order to characterize our data, we will use our data
(and possibly properties that we enforced, such as, smoothness, periodicity, etc) to obtain
possible functions f that are coherent with what we have obtained in the pass. If one desires,
one could make the comparison of querying from a GP as querying from any function f(x)

for a given value (x), just instead of receiving a scalar value y, we would get a random
variable Y normally distributed with a particular mean and variance.

GPs are models derived from classical statistical models by replacing the latent functions of
parametric form, by random processes with Gaussian prior [Seeger, 2004]. An important
property is that any combination of samples will be normally distributed. [Brochu et al., 2010b].

Normally, GPs are used as model when we can assume that adjacent observations would
have similar outputs, while also revealing information about each other [Bogunovic, 2019].
This is a characteristic that also makes them applicable in our case, as we specifically expect
that similar stimulations would result in resembling movements. Practically, what we are
assuming is a smoothness constraint.

Formally, GPs are a distribution over functions fully specified by its mean µ(·) and covari-
ance function k(·, ·) :

f ∼ GP (µ(·), k(·, ·))

Further ahead, we will discuss GPs with a different than 0 prior mean for our specific use
case, however, for now, we will assume the mean is the zero function and will focus in
the more interesting problem of choosing a covariance function or kernel k(·, ·) and doing
regression with GPs.

Gaussian process regression

In Gaussian process regression the mean function µ(x) translates to the expected function
value at input x:

µ(x) = E[f(x)]
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS

The covariance function k(·, ·) captures the dependence between the points in our search
space:

k(x, x′) = E[(f(x)− µ(x))(f(x′)− µ(x′))]

As mentioned previously the choice of the covariance function is one of the most important
when we are designing our algorithm. It will encode much of our prior beliefs about our
unknown function f . To explain how we can sample functions from a Gaussian process and
make predictions with it, we will introduce the straightforward stationary square exponential
kernel, which makes an assumption that the correlation of output between two input points
x and x′ diminishes with an increase of distance between them:

kSE(x, x′) = σ2exp

(
(x− x′)

2l2

)
(2.1)

where the two hyper-parameters, l and σ, named the length scale and signal variance,
respectively, translate the impact of the prior correlation of the points.

(a) l=1 (b) l=3 (c) l=5

Figure 2.1: Covariance between the input points of our search space χ, using a square
exponential kernel with different hyperparameter values for the length scale ,l.

Lets now consider certain needed matrices. Let X be the matrix of points, with dimensions
n x d, where n is the number of points and d the different dimensions. We start by computing
the covariances between all inputs of X using our chosen kernel:

K(X,X) =


k(x1, x1) k(x1, x2) . . . k(x1, xn)

k(x2, x1) k(x2, x2) . . . k(x2, xn)
...

... . . . ...
k(xn, x1) k(xn, x2) . . . k(xn, xn)


If we were to sample values of functions at different inputs X∗ from the Gaussian process,
GP (0, KSE), the function values at those locations would be drawn according to a multi-
variate Normal distribution:
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f∗ ∼ N (0, K(X∗, X∗))

which give rise to images such that from Figure 2.3, where four distinct kernels were used
to sample functions from, exemplifying the different prior assumptions we can make about
our latent function f using appropriate kernels.

To proceed with the actual regression with GPs, where we combine our prior knowledge
with data to obtain a posterior distribution that will encode our predictions, we must compute
additional matrices. Assuming we already made some observations, x1:n, f1:n, and we want
to make predictions at the test pointsX∗ so that we can decide what point should we consider
next. By the properties of Gaussian processes, f1:n and f∗, our observations and function
values where we are making our predictions respectively, follow a joint (multivariate) nor-
mal distribution [Schulz et al., 2018]:

[
f1:n

f∗

]
∼ N

(
0,

[
K(X1:n, X1:n) + σ2I K(X1:n, X∗)

K(X∗, X1:n) K(X∗, X∗)

])

whereK(X1:n, X1:n). is the covariance matrix of all observations so far plus some Gaussian
noise σ2I, I being the identity matrix. K(X1:n, X∗) is the covariance between the previ-
ously observed points and the points we wish to make our predictions at and its transpose
K(X∗, X1:n). Finally, the covariance between all the points we want to make our pre-
dictions, K(X∗, X∗). We can consider, X∗, to be our search space, as we want to make
predictions for all the points we are exploring usually.

Using the rules for Gaussian distributions, following [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006], the
conditional distribution p(f∗|X1:n, f1:n, X∗) is a multivariate normal distribution with mean
and covariance matrix:

K(X∗, X1:n)[K(X1:n, X1:n) + σ2I]−1f1:n (2.2)

K(X∗, X∗)−K(X∗, X1:n)[K(X1:n, X1:n) + σ2I]−1K(X1:n, X∗) (2.3)

That is, regarding the points that we are predicting for, their posterior distribution is charac-
terized by the following statistics:

µ(x) = K(x,X1:n)[K(X1:n, X1:n) + σ2I]−1f1:n (2.4)
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k1:n(x, x′) = k(x, x′)−K(x,X1:n)[K(X1:n, X1:n) + σ2I]−1K(X1:n, x) (2.5)

Summarizing, to calculate the posterior mean and covariance of a GP , we must first com-
pute the 4 matrices needed to solve Equations 2.4- 2.5. Logically, we can see that as long
as the numbers of points is small, computations are fairly quick, however we must take care
when dealing with a considerable number of observations.

(a) Prior (b) Iteration 1 (c) Iteration 2

(d) Iteration 3 (e) Iteration 13 (f) Iteration 13,
with variance

Figure 2.2: Example of functions sampled from a 0 mean GP with a Matérn kernel. In (a)
functions sampled from the GP prior are shown. From (b) to (e), the sequential update of the
algorithm posterior as it receives noisy observations is shown. In (f), the variance values are added
to the plot of iteration 13, the shaded area represents the estimated mean plus or minus the estimated
standard deviation.

From Figure 2.2 we can see an example of a few iterations using a Gaussian process to try
and find a maximum of an unknown function. We can see how the data acquisition starts
to constrain our prior, as well as the location where the variance is high and low, where the
observation density is low and high respectively.
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Covariance functions

From Figure 2.3 we have built different priors using distinct covariance functions. We can
clearly see the particular distributions of functions we are assuming to have when using
different kernels. This is the main strength in BO and in modeling with GPs, we can
describe our beliefs about the objective function we are trying to optimize in order to arrive
faster and more efficiently to its maximum or minimum.

This section will be giving some insights on how we can incorporate certain characteristics
of f in the GP prior.

The covariance function characterizes the dependencies between function values

k(x, x′) = cov(f(x), f(x′))

for any pair of inputs x, x′ ∈ χ. Intuitively, the covariance function k(x, x′) describes the
strength and direction of linear dependence, the similarity or the mutual information of the
function values f(x) and f(x′) as a function of the corresponding inputs [Kuss, 2006].
Commonly, kernels are usually referent only to specify the similarity between two inputs,
nevertheless, this is a deceptive view of kernels, as what is actually being specified is the
similarity between two values of a function evaluated on each object [Duvenaud, 2014].
Some kernel examples, adding to the already introduced square exponential covariance
function, are the following:

kMAν (x, x
′) = σ2 21−ν

Γ(ν)

(√
2ν
r

ρ

)ν
Kν

(√
2ν
r

ρ

)
(2.6)

kRQ(x, x′) = σ2

(
1 +

r2

2αl2

)−α
(2.7)

kPE(x, x′) = σ2exp

(
− 2sin2

(
π
r

p

))
(2.8)

where in Equation 2.6 Γ is the gamma function, Kν is the modified Bessel function, and ρ
and ν are non-negative parameters. Considering ν = ρ+(1/2). this kernel can be written as
a product of an exponential and a polynomial of order ρ, that for specific cases its expression
can be simplified, per example when ν = 3/2:

kMAν (x, x
′) = σ2

(
1 +

√
3r

l

)
exp

(
−
√

3r

l

)
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for Equation 2.7, α determines the relative weighting of large-scale and small-scale varia-
tions. In Equation 2.8, p determines the period in the function. The l and r, are as explained
in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.9, respectively.

Equation 2.1 we used as a kernel for demonstration in the previous section is naive, in
the sense that any dissimilarities regarding the features of each point are accounted equally
in the covariance. To address this problem we can incorporate a vector of length scales,
θ ∈ Rd, that will manage how much we need to travel in each axis to the correlation to fall
off [Brochu et al., 2010b]. This new distance measure, r, that was already inserted into the
previous kernels, corresponds to:

r =
√

(xi − xj)Tdiag(θ)−1(xj − xi) (2.9)

Resulting in the updated square exponential kernel:

kSE(x, x′) = σ2exp

(
−r2

2l2

)
(2.10)

By Figure 2.3 we can already grasp the concept of why we use particular covariance func-
tions for specific problems we might be trying to solve, as some of our data might have
periodic, or per example linear growth characteristics that we can now encode in the form of
these kernels. However, we must bear in mind that for k to be valid it must be a symmetric
positive semi-definite function.

The hyperparameters of each kernel can be thought of as what specifies the distribution of
functions that type of kernel is expressing. In situations where we apply GP regression to
real-world problems, these are sometimes chosen by the expert, nevertheless there are other
ways to learn these parameters [Blum and Riedmiller, 2013]. Some of the more common
approaches are maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), where we calculate the likelihood of
our observations under our prior and maximum a posteriori (MAP). However in active
learning we usually start with few data points, hence the MAP approach usually yields
poor choices early on. Nevertheless, when enough data is collected, it is a standard used
technique.

The covariance functions we describe can be given the title of Stationary or Non-stationary
kernels. The former being referent to situations where the behavior of the process does not
depend on the location of the observer. Its covariance function is stationary and its mean
function is constant. Meaning that k(x, x′) is a function of x − x′. Moreover, isotropic
covariance functions are contained in the class of the stationary kernels. A covariance
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function is isotropic if it is a function os the Euclidean distance, τ = ||x − x′||, only, such
that k(x, x′) = σ2

sc(τ). Non-stationary kernels are a general class of kernels [Genton, 2001]
which cannot be expressed simply as a function of the distance between the inputs x− x′.

(a) Samples functions using kMA (b) Samples functions using kRQ

(c) Samples functions using kPer (d) Samples functions using kSE

Figure 2.3: Sampling functions from a zero mean GP using different covariance functions. All
of the images show function sampled from GP s with different covariance functions.

Composing kernels

Covariance functions are crucial for the success of our approach. Nonetheless, the kernels
we have studied so far are not extremely expressive, mainly characterizing our prior assump-
tions in the form of periodicity and smoothness. Luckily, when working with GPs we can
combine different kernels to create one that, hopefully, will grasp the main components of
our problem better. The more expressive structure of additive GP s has already been applied
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successfully to some problems [Cheng et al., ].
Two ways of combining kernels are multiplication and addition:

ki + kj = ki(x, x
′) + kj(x, x

′) (2.11)

ki ∗ kj = ki(x, x
′) ∗ kj(x, x′) (2.12)

We can now think of the kernels as a basic grammar or building blocks, to start and conceive
more complex structures [Duvenaud et al., 2013] [Abdessalem et al., 2017] [Hoffman et al., 2014].
In our case we will be focusing in the work developed in [Duvenaud et al., 2011].

Additive kernels

Following the work of [Duvenaud et al., 2011], we give a concrete definition of additive
kernels. For each of our dimensions i ∈ 1, ..., D, we attribute one base kernel. Then we will
have different order of interactions, such as:

kadd1(x, x
′) = σ2

1

D∑
i=1

ki(xi, x
′
i) (2.13)

kadd2(x, x
′) = σ2

2

D∑
i=1

D∑
j=i+1

ki(xi, x
′
i)kj(xj, x

′
j) (2.14)

kaddn(x, x′) = σ2
n

∑
1≤i1<i2<...<in≤D

N∏
d=1

kid(xid , x
′
id

) (2.15)

where σ is the variance assigned to all nth order interactions and D is the dimension we are
taking into account, in our case, amplitude, frequency, electrode configuration or pulsewidth.

When using this type of kernel we have D additional hyperparameters, σ2
1...σ

2
D that control

the variance we assign to each order of interaction.

A word on the extra computational power needed for this kernels. An additive kernel over
D inputs with interactions up to order n has O(2n) terms. Per example, considering our
example where we use 4 dimensions. Let zi = ki(xi, x

′
i),

kadd1(x, x
′) = z1 + z2 + z3 + z4

kadd2(x, x
′) = z1z2 + z1z3 + z1z4 + z2z3 + z2z4 + z3z4
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kadd3(x, x
′) = z1z2z3 + z1z2z4 + z1z3z4 + z2z3z4

kadd4(x, x
′) = z1z2z3z4

Computationally, the cost of evaluating the Gram matrix of a product kernel is O(N2D),
the cost of evaluating the Gram matrix of the additive kernel is O(N2DR), where R is the
biggest degree of interaction, where R ≤ D.

The reason to work with these type of kernels is based on the fact that they allow non-local
interactions (Figure 2.4). Therefore, we hope that Gaussian processes using these covariance
functions can more truthfully follow the interactions of our search space.

Figure 2.4: Isocontours of additive kernels. The third order kernel considers only local points
relevant, while lower-order kernels allow more distant interactions between the dimensions as long
as they share one or more input. Image from [Duvenaud et al., 2011]

For a more extensive explanation follow [Duvenaud et al., 2011].

2.2 Acquisition Functions

Now that we have the posterior distribution, we can make use of the predictions, µ(x), and
variance, k(x, x′), to choose what point we want to test next. We must remind ourselves
that, BO is usually used in settings where evaluating our unknown function f is expensive,
hence we must do a structured search of our possibilities.

The role of the acquisition function is to address in the best way this exploration-exploitation
problem. It can be thought of as a function that will evaluate the possible candidates
utility to our situation, in the sense of trying to better understand our underlying objective
function (exploring) or generating the best possible outcome (exploiting). There are several
acquisition functions, that can be used individually or grouped to use a portfolio of them
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[Hoffman et al., 2011].
When talking about these acquisition functions we will focus in trying to maximize a func-
tion, nevertheless they can also be used to find a minimum if desired. Some of the more
popular options are:

Probability of Improvement (PI): which is a useful method for searching a parameter
space presented by [Kushner, 1964]. Being probably the first acquisition function designed
for BO, PI chooses the point most likely to maximize our target value, meaning we would
be focusing in exploitation. Which lead to the insertion of a trade-off parameter ξ:

xt = argmax
x∈χ⊂Rd

(
P [f(x) > ξ − µ+] = Φ

(
µ(x)− µ+ − ξ

σ(x)

))
(2.16)

where Φ is the standard Normal cumulative distribution function and µ+ = maxtµ(xt), the
best point so far. The choice of ξ is the user’s responsibility, the author proposed using
a ever decreasing value of this parameter as the algorithm runs, however [Lizotte, 2008]
showed this had no improvement over a constant value of ξ for a variety of functions. Also,
according to [Shahriari et al., 2015], the poor choice of this parameter may lead to not
finding the maximizer.

Expected Improvement (EI): Building on the previous work but now also taking into aco-
cunt the magnitude of improvement we may have from the different points, [Mockus et al., 1978]
came up with EI:

xt = argmax
x∈χ⊂Rd

E[(f(x)− ξt)1f(x)>ξt ] (2.17)

where ξt = µ+ − ξ and Et is referent to the posterior distribution at time t.

Upper Confidence Bound (UCB): Another way to balance the exploration and exploitation
is using a confidence bound based in the mean and variance:

xt = argmax
x∈χ⊂Rd

µ(x) + β
1/2
t σ(x). (2.18)

An idea explored in the work of [Lai and Robbins, 1985] and [Cox and John, 1992]. The
choice of the parameter β is studied in [Srinivas et al., 2009] and [Srinivas et al., 2012]. To
understand better how to choose this parameter we must introduce the notion of regret and
cumulative regret in the next section.
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2.3 Performance metrics

To perceive if our algorithm is making this trade between exploration and exploitation
,addressed in the previous section, in a correct manner, we must devise a couple performance
metrics we will be based on, such as regret.

Simple Regret is a measure of how far away we are from the maximum, the difference
between the chosen point and the best possible output:

r(x) = f(x∗)− f(xt) (2.19)

where, x∗ is the maximizer of the objective function and xt is the point we are choosing at
time t.

The Cumulative Regret is the average of the simple regrets we accumulated over time:

r(x) =
T∑
t=1

f(x∗)− f(xt) (2.20)

These metrics are used as standard practice in bandit optimization problems, where cu-
mulative and simple regrets are used with different objectives [Audibert and Bubeck, 2010]
[Kaufmann et al., 2016]. The links between these notions are studied in [MUNOS et al., 2009]

From the foundations described in this chapter it is possible to build a Bayesian optimization
(BO) technique that could be applied to the problem described in Chapter 1.
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Algorithmic Design 3
In this chapter the implementation of the algorithm will be discussed. As you saw from
the last chapter, the choice of covariance function is something crucial in the design of our
experiments when using Gaussian processes, hence throughout this chapter we will give an
overview of how these choices affect our performances as well as how do we chose these
parameters. The performance of the algorithm will be evaluated mainly using the notions
we introduced earlier in section 2.3. How fast does it converge (number of iterations), and
when its cumulative regret starts to decrease.

3.1 Framework

Before diving into the analysis of the algorithm and its parameters, we must first describe
how we obtained the dataset used for these experiments. The first dataset available, where
we did a similar analysis presented in this chapter, had a total of only 64 stimulations,
mainly consisting of bursts stimulations with similar electrode configurations. This dataset
was obtained during a session the human expert team had done in the past to study possi-
ble synergys in different types of movement. Nevertheless, as we refined our framework
developed during this thesis to work smoothly with the human patients, a random search,
performed in a search space composed of around 103 stimulations, was done in order to
obtain a more robust dataset composed of 270 stimulations. The experiments followed the
representation seen in Figure 3.1.

The recordings were made with the participant lying in supine position. Non-invasive elec-
tromyography sensors (Trigno EMG, Delsys) were placed in both legs, in Rectus Femoris
(RF), Vastus Lateralis (VL), Semi-tendinosus (ST), Tibialis Anterior (TA), Medial Gastroc-
nemius (MG), and Soleus (Sol). A physiotherapist was present to guide the movement
of the leg when it was strong, and to put the leg back in its original position after each
stimulation train. The stimulations performed were burst stimulations where a single pattern
was comprised of an electrode configuration, an amplitude, a frequency, a pulse width and
a duration.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the experimental setup used to optimize single-pattern neurostimulation
parameters during EES of the lumbosacral spinal cord. A patient implanted with a spinal
multielectrode array and a pulse generator is positioned in supine position. Single-pattern stimulation
trains are delivered to the spinal cord while electromyographic (EMG) activity of leg muscles and
associated kinematics are monitored.

The stimulations were sent and the EMG data was received using two tools developed
previously by [Wagner et al., 2018]. A GUI was developed during this thesis to address the
communication between the algorithm and the previously existent software. The values that
would be used in the reward function (Equation 3.3), were calculated as a moving average
of the absolute value of the 0.5s of EMG recording after a stimulation was detected. Noting
that, this 0.5s EMG recording were normalized using the mean and standard deviation of
the EMG recorded for 1s prior to the detection of the same stimulation.
The framework used in the nonhuman primate setting is extremely similar, but the tools to
receive EMG data and send stimulations differ. For the latter, a matlab code was developed,
and for the former, a TDT system was used to acquire the EMG data from implanted sensors.

The search space used in these experiments was produced of combinations between 10
different electrode configurations, several amplitudes and frequencies and two pulsewidths.
The 10 electrode configurations are explained in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Electrode configurations used and respective legend. This legend will be used
throughout this thesis as a reference for the different electrode configurations

Figure 3.3: Functions from a squared exponential covariance function GP with different
values for the length scale. On the left, the two inputs are equally important. On the right the
function varies less rapidly as a function of x2 than x1. Demonstrating the variability of possible
relationships between the data even inside a single family of covariance functions. Image adapted
from [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006].

3.2 Model selection and Adaption of Hyperparameters

Gaussian processes are very flexible models to use as our surrogate function, nevertheless
the specification of its parameters counts a great deal towards their performance [Williams, 1998].
As we have shown in Chapter 2, covariance functions are a main component of GP s that
have several hyperparameters that specify which type of functions we are sampling from
when using a specific kernel. These choice of covariance functions as well as their param-
eters and possibly prior mean, that compromise our model selection problem, need to be
adjusted for the different type of problems we might encounter in order to have a robust
solution.

As you can see from Figure 3.3, there is a lot of variability to what type of functions can
be sampled from a singular family of covariance functions with different hyperparameters.
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Therefore, lets better specify what is the model selection problem.

3.2.1 Model selection

By model selection, we are assuming choices of covariance functions along with their hy-
perparameters. We can view this selection also as a way to understand some characteristics
of our data.
As demonstrated in Equation 2.9, we use hyperparameters that specify the length of each of
the dimensions of our points. These hyperparemeters are represented in θ that can be of the
form:

θ = l−2I, θ = diag(l)−2

where l = [l1, ..., lD] is a vector of positive values. We used BO and gradient descent
techniques to learn these hyperparameters, as well as σ and the width of the kernel.

Marginal likelihood

A standard technique used to learn the hyperparameters is marginal likelihood, to understand
which is the distribution that best fits our parameters given the data that we have at that
moment.
After some algebra that can be followed in [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006] the marginal
likelihood can be stated as:

logp(y|X, θ) = −1

2
yTC−1(θ)Ny −

1

2
log|C(θ)| − n

2
log2π (3.1)

where C = KN + σ2I. This exact inference is possible because both the prior and the
likelihood are Gaussian [Melo, 2012]. The different terms in the expression of Equation 3.1
can be accounted for different roles. −1

2
yTC−1(θ)Ny is the data fitting term, that takes into

account the past observations, y. −1
2
log|C(θ)| works as a regularizer, adding a penalty as

the complexity increases. n
2
log2π is only a normalization term.

We can also express analytically the partial derivatives of the log likelihood with respect to
the hyperparameters:

∂

∂θk
logp(y|X, θ) =

1

2
yTC−1N (θ)

∂CN
θk

C−1N (θ)y +
1

2
tr(C−1N (θ)

∂CN
θk

) (3.2)

Now we can use methods such as Gradient Descent to find the set of near-optimal hyper-
parameters. Nevertheless, always having in mind that this minimization problem is non-
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convex, and therefore there is no garantee of convergence. Different randomized initializa-
tions are advised.

Bayesian Optimization to choose hyperparemeters

As a complement to the marginal likelihood, for a more exhaustive study of the hyperpa-
rameters, we also ran a standard BO algorithm using the library [GPy, 2012]. Since we did
not have much offline data, we wanted to make sure we would search a considerable number
of parameters combinations, that then could be adjusted to make sense with respect to our
problem. The parameters to be adjusted were concerning the length scales of the different
dimensions, the kernel noise variance and width would be ,for the most part, unchanged
after we got the predictions from both of these techniques.
For a clarification purpose, we use this library in the search for hyperparameters and not
in the main application of this thesis, because the GPy library makes computations faster,
due to its embedded efficient implementations. Nevertheless, we would not have enough
freedom, per example to implement additive GPs, or to integrate the code in the framework
needed in this setting. Moreover, our implementation is already considerably fast in this
setting, as new stimulations cannot be sent continuously, as the patient’s fibers need time to
re polarize in order for the next electrical stimulus to be effective. Adding to the fact that
the patients also need time to physically prepare themselves for the next stimulation.

Reward function

This subsection is not referent to the design of the BO algorithm itself, but the reward
function. This function is extremely important, as it is responsible for translating what is
happening in real-life in terms of movements and muscle activation, to a number that our
algorithm will interpret.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, our stimulations are compromised of an electrode configuration,
with an anode and 1 or more cathodes, an amplitude, a frequency, a pulsewidth and a dura-
tion. Each of these stimulations will be translated into a recruitment of several muscle fibers.
Therefore, it makes sense to have a reward function that tries to relate each stimulation to a
certain muscle activation. This reward function is work of [Wagner et al., 2018]:

SIexperimental(gi, I) = SItargetedmuscles(gi, I).SIleftvsright(si, I) (3.3)
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SItargetedmuscles(gi, I) =
∑
muscles in gi

wi,j .log
(
1+Aj(I)

)
log2

SIleftvsright(si, I) = f+

(
maxipsilateral(si)

(
Aj(I)

)
−maxcontralateral(si)

(
Aj(I)

)
maxipsilateral(si)

(
Aj(I)

)
+maxcontralateral(si)

(
Aj(I)

))
f+(x) =

x if x > 0

0 if x 6 0

(3.4)

where SIexperimental(gi, I) is the selectivity index for each targeted muscle group gi and
EES amplitude I . The SI is computed regarding activation of both legs as you can see in
Equation 3.4. Aj(I) represents the normalized EMG activity of muscle j in response to
EES amplitude I . wi,j is a weight associated with muscle j for the targeted muscle group gi.
These weights are depicted in Table 3.1. We are explicitly referring this table and values, as
it is a crucial aspect of the algorithm and something that was sometimes adjusted. This type
of reward policy learning is not new [Su et al., 2016], also used in other applications.

Table 3.1: Weights representing the contributions of each muscle, in the reward function,
for the different movements.

Muscle
Function to optimize

Hip flexion Knee extension Whole leg flexion Ankle extension
Ilipsoas (Il) .8 - - -

Rectus femoris (RF) .2 .2 - -
Vastus lateralis (VLat) - .8 -.4 -
Semitendinosus (ST) -1 -1 .2 -
Tibialis anterior (TA) - - .8 -1

Gastrocnemius medialis (MG) - - -.2 .2
Soleus (Sol) - - -.4 .8

3.3 Offline tests

By offline tests we mean the tests that were not done in a human patient or non-human
primate, but on previously acquired data (Section 3.1). They have two main purposes, to
show that this type of technique is suitable for our problem and to guide us in the model
selection issue.

The results shown in this section are referent to the 270 stimulations dataset referred earlier
in Section 3.1.

The algorithms used for these tests were all chosen under the same conditions. Using
different kernels, we first used marginal likelihood to have a first guess of what hyperpa-
rameters to use, and then would proceed to use a BO algorithm to explore this search space.
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Practically, the BO algorithm was implemented using the GPy library, equipped with the
acquisition function of Equation 2.16 and ran for t iterations. Be aware that each point
in this optimization procedure is a GP with different hyperparameters, GP (θ), hence the
reward we used to guide this searched is explained in Equation 3.5.

GP (θ)R =
t∑

i=(t−s)

Cr(i) +
t∑

i=(t−s)

rnormalized(i) + T (3.5)

where t is the number of the full length of the run of the GP (usually 70), s is the number
of final iterations to take into account, Cr(i) is the cumulative regret value at iteration i,
r(i) is the normalized reward at iteration i. You must also remember, we can normalize
the reward, as we are running on a known dataset which we know the highest and lowest
reward. Finally, T is the time the GP with those hyperparameters took to find the maximum
of the function.
The three terms of Equation 3.5, account for how good the algorithm has been exploring
so far the search space, if he converged in some location and the time it took to find the
maximum of the function, respectively.

3.3.1 Results

Figure 3.4 describes the used dataset in terms of what electrode configurations worked best
for the different type of functions and, demonstrates how it was harder to find a good stim-
ulation for knee extension, where only one electrode configuration is able, when combined
with an amplitude, frequency and pulsewidth, to promote the desired movement. Contrary,
to whole leg flexion, where there are more possibilities that achieve good reward values.
This is a double catch situation, as the algorithm has more places to be stuck in local optima
when addressing the whole leg flexion, but also gains a lot of information about parameters
that yield good responses which in turn guide it more efficiently to the maximum value.
When addressing knee extension, the algorithm had more difficulty in finding the maximum
of the function, however there was less chance of being stuck in local maxima when a good
stimulation was found.
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(a) Whole leg flexion (b) Knee Extension

Figure 3.4: Reward values of the different tested stimulations during our experiments. The
stimulations with the same electrode configuration and amplitude were grouped together. Only
stimulations with an amplitude higher than 1mA were considered, due to the fact that low amplitude
stimulations do not have any significant effect, accounting more for noise than a truthful measure. In
the boxplots, the colored rectangle represents the interquartile range, the line inside the rectangle the
mean, the whiskers the rest of the distribution and the black dots the possible outliers. The scatter plot
indicates the maximum stimulation of each electrode configuration, demonstrating a clear difference
in the best reward of each electrode configuration. Statistical significance using Student’s t-test:
p-value * < 0.001, ** < 0.0001

First approach

As a first approach to the problem, we based ourselves in [Desautels et al., 2015] and
implemented an algorithm with a singular kernel. We tested the square exponential, rational
quadratic and matérn covariance functions. The hyperparameters used in each of our tests
are shown in Table 3.2.
For all our results, the mean and standard deviation were computed after running 120
iterations of the GP (θ) 50 times starting in different locations.

Although there is a similarity in the final hyperparameters, the results clearly differ, both
the Rational quadratic and the Matérn kernel are not able to consistently find the maximum.
Nonetheless, these two kernels seem to better grasp the structure of the data in the beginning
than the square exponential, as a less intense exploratory phase is needed.

The results concerning knee extension are distinct from those of whole leg flexion, nonethe-
less, the square exponential kernel continues to be the one that best fits this type of data.
There is a contrast on the relationship of the data concerning the different type of move-
ments, as you can see by the different regret functions (Figure 3.4). The exploratory and
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exploitation phases are more explicit in Figure 3.5 for Knee Extension, as it is much harder
to find the global maximum, which obligated to a longer exploratory phase.

Table 3.2: Hyperparameters values chosen for the different kernels and leg functions.

Kernel
Hyperparameters

signal variance (σ) width (l) l1 l2 l3 l4 α
Whole leg flexion

Square exponential 9.654753303 3.4 3.1987 5.1812 2.9499 7.7123 -
Rational quadratic 9.654753303 3.4 3.9634 4.9777 2.2459 8.3245 0.2

Matèrn 5.906230511 3.2342 5.7435 6.9205 3.6523 9.8809 -
Knee extension

Square exponential 6.529300883 2.006109069 0.7825 0.4689 3.4423 3.5696 -
Rational quadratic 6.529300883 2.006109069 1.4366 1.2689 3.659 4.323 1.6

Matèrn 3.383498378 1.484491013 0.6825 1.3764 3.4424 2.5696 -

Figure 3.5: Single Regret and Cumulative Regret regarding whole leg flexion, as described in
Chapter 2. In blue the cumulative regret is depicted and in orange the single regret. The shaded areas
represent the mean plus or minus one standard deviation and the filled lines the mean of the 50 runs
performed to create this images.

Second approach

For our second approach we based ourselves in the work of [Duvenaud et al., 2011] in order
to build a more complex covariance function that would grasp the structure of our data more
efficiently.

The covariance function for the additive GP was composed of a squared exponential kernel
for the amplitude and pulsewidth dimensions, and a matérn kernel for the electrode config-
uration and frequency. The choice was based on how these dimensions should vary. Both
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the amplitude and pulsewidth should have a smooth behaviour, where it reaches a peak of
selective activity at a given moment and then the selectivity starts to decrease. Electrode
configurations and frequencies are much more rough functions, particularly the difference
in electrode configurations, hence a kernel that allows more rough functions is used.

The extra effort in computation using this additive technique is worth it, as the regret
constantly gets lower (Figure 3.6) without the peaks we can observe in the runs using other
covariance functions.

(a) Whole leg flexion (b) Knee extension

Figure 3.6: Single Regret and Cumulative Regret regarding the Additive GP . The same legend
and description used in Figure 3.5 applies to this Figure.

3.4 Discussion

The covariance function helps but is not enough. Figure 3.5 shows how much the choice
of covariance function matters for the success of our algorithm. Nonetheless, Figure 3.3
demonstrates the variability inside the same family of covariance function.

The hyperparameters were not straight away picked using our methods, since our dataset is
not extensive and might not be representative of the reality. From the set of best choices
using the BO algorithm, we chose the ones that made more sense to us after appropriate
tuning.

The hyperparameters for whole leg synergy were adapted having in mind general con-
cepts, per example, we expect the covariance function to be almost independent from the
pulsewidth input because, in the search space we used in our experiments, there was only
two values for it (200 µs and 300 µs), which produced very similar results, hence it is hard
to get much information from it. For electrode configuration, the situation is not the same,
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as from Figure 3.4, it is clear that there is a difference in reward output, depending on the
input in this dimension, hence we should have a smaller value for l1.

One of the most differentiating dimensions in this problem is the frequency. Unpublished
work of this laboratory related frequency dependence for the whole leg flexion synergy.
Results show that it was better recruited with high frequency stimulations. Low frequency
stimulations showed a very different recruitment pattern. It is very interesting that the
learning of the algorithm goes in this direction as you will see in the next chapter, where it
attributes high prediction values to stimulations with high frequency for whole leg flexion
synergy. This leads to a low value length scale for this dimension ,l3.

The amplitude is also a smooth function, however, since high amplitude values with different
stimulations can produce really bad or really good movements, it makes sense to also give
it a bigger length scale, in order not to depend on it too much.

The hyperparameters for knee extension were generally harder to find, but we also based
ourselves in the concepts described for whole leg flexion optimization. As explained earlier,
to recruit the correct muscles fibers for knee extension a specific stimulation is needed,
unlike whole leg flexion, where we were able to better adapt certain stimulations in order to
produce the desired movement. Moreover, our patient also had a longer than usual spinal
cord which made it harder to recruit fibers that produce a knee extension (Figure 1.1 a).
Following the train of thought for pulse width used earlier, we would expect to attribute a
big length scale, as apparently, the reward value is independent of this dimension, due to the
almost constant low reward we obtain using different electrode configurations. Nevertheless,
the final value is extremely low. This is due to the fact that there is a big difference in reward
when using the L1 electrode configuration and L1_MP , but these are two very similar
configurations, which leads to a small length scale value for l1, since a small change in
this dimension leads to high differences in output. The effect of this choice is better seen in
Figure 3.5, where the matérn kernel has a rough exploratory phase, until abruptly converging
to the maximum value.

Amplitude is also set with a considerably low length scale, l2, because here, the only high
reward stimulations had bigger amplitudes, so there is a more clear difference.

Taking all into account, the behaviour we expect from the algorithm, is for it to fix himself,
after receiving a good enough reward, in the dimensions with low length scales, such as the
frequency and/or electrode configuration, and change the other parameters in the search for
optimums in that location. Of course, as explained before, this should not always be the
optimal situation if the algorithm fixes itself in a local maxima location. To address this
problem an appropriate β should be employed.
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Additive Gaussian Processes performance versus single kernel Gaussian Processes. As
explained in Chapter 2, when using an additive Gaussian Process we are able to incorporate
non local interactions, which affects substantially the performance of the algorithm. As
[Duvenaud et al., 2011] argues, methods based solely on local kernels will require training
examples at all combinations of relevant inputs. We did not train the weights in this approach
that regulate how much each of the kernels of each dimension participate, in spite of that, we
were still able to obtain competitive results regarding novel techniques used, per example,
in [Laferriere et al., 2019]. In both cases, this approach works similarly, converging quickly
to locations that yield a high reward, demonstrating a much better understanding of the
structure of the search space than previous approaches

While we only used additive Gaussian processes with single kernels in their structure, more
expressive kernel combinations could be used using the rules in subsection 2.1.1.

Overall implementation is successful for this setting. As demonstrated, most of the
algorithms, with different covariance functions that we used, were able to either find the
maximum or a location near it, in a satisfactory amount of queries in average. We were
not able to apply this latest technique due to logistic reasons of the STIMO project and
its patients. The algorithm we used for the experimental results used a square exponential
covariance function. Form our tests it was the more flexible and that performed best in both
our dataset.
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Experimental results 4
Experiments using lumbar stimulation in human patients and cervical stimulation in nonhu-
man primates were done. In this chapter we will discuss their results.

4.1 Lumbar stimulation in human

As explained in Chapter 1, we are trying to optimize for different types of movement, each
recruiting different muscle fibers. All of the experiments were performed with the patient
lying in supine position. A modification in the algorithm was done for the online tests. We
did not permit the algorithm to explore the same point twice in the same run. Time with
patients is crucial, and there would be almost no information gain in choosing the same
stimulation protocol repeatedly. Moreover, in possible future applications of this approach,
if we explore more points the user will get a better understanding of the patient responses
to different stimulation protocols. Notwithstanding, our main goals for these experiments
can be summarized as finding stimulations that produce the desired movements, see cluster
of high rewards with local optimization and explore similar stimulation protocols as the
human experts, since the latter should be close to a global optimum. Another limitation we
imposed, is that for each combination of electrode configuration and frequency, the first try
of this combination had to be done at low amplitudes and there could not be an increment of
over 2mA. Moreover, if the patient felt any pain with some stimulation, the same or higher
amplitude stimulations would be prohibited of exploring.

4.1.1 Results

The first set of experiments performed aimed to improve the recruitment of leg flexion
synergy. During the first trials the reward weights were changed online to the values you
see in Table 3.1 as to better translate the movements that were occurring. The results we
show, are after these adaptations. In both experiments the search space was the same. It
resulted from all the possible combinations between 10 different electrode configurations,
a range of amplitudes, frequencies and 2 pulsewidths, resulting in a search space of around
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103 possibilities. We could only use 10 different electrode configurations due to hardware
limitations.

For whole leg flexion, the algorithm starts with an exploratory phase, choosing stimulation
protocols that yield low or no reward, producing almost no movement other than a toe twitch.
At iteration 7 it explores the electrode configuration of the human experts which produces
a smooth flexion movement with almost no co-activation of the left leg. At iteration 15,
it finds that a different electrode configuration, along with a relatively high frequency of
80Hz, produces a much more selective EMG signal regarding the muscles we are taking into
account for this type of movement. It then exploits this area, until iteration 17 which yields
the highest reward for the run. Due to the safety constraints, after finding approximately 4
clusters, of two or more stimulation protocols that produce a good flexion movement, it has
an exploratory phase of low amplitude stimulation, that results in the almost flat line of 10
stimulation protocols that we can see in Figure 4.3 e.

For knee extension optimization, we started the run with a prior built from the last whole
leg flexion optimization run. The starting mean of the GP for the former experiment was
not 0, as it usually is the case, but the predictions of the whole leg flexion optimization run,
concerning the reward function for knee extension. Therefore, we can see a very different
behaviour, where the algorithm straight away fixes himself in an electrode configuration
that is bound to yield good results and adjusts the other parameters to try and obtain the best
stimulation. After a great deal of iterations spent in this configuration, it explores similar
configurations to this, but never as successful, such as changing from the multipolar config-
uration, L1_MP , to the monopolar, L1. For this type of movement, the representations in
Figure 4.2 do not translate as clearly the movement induced as in Figure 4.1.

Although, in both runs several good stimulations were explored, there were some misclas-
sifications due to our reward function. Figure 4.3 serves as a summary for the runs where
we can observe the predictions of the algorithm for the different stimulation protocols, for
a given electrode configuration. To produce this image, a fixed electrode configuration was
chosen along with 3 fixed frequencies. This way we can see the prediction of the algorithm
for the different amplitudes (1mA to 4.5mA) through out the run.

The highlighted lines display the mean value of the predictions calculated from the differ-
ent predictions values for different amplitudes at each iteration of the run. The electrode
configuration chosen to be fixed was the one that obtained the best results for each type of
movement. Figure 4.3, from a i to a iii, shows the predictions of the algorithm for knee
extension, for 20Hz, 60Hz and 120hz respectively. For 60Hz the predictions are much
higher than the other stimulations straight away from iteration 10. The same happens at
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Figure 4.1: Online experiment summary for flexion synergy optimization. a to d, show 4
different iterations. i at the top left shows the overall score of the stimulation using our reward
function as well as the maximum value of the envelope of the left and right EMGs, as a measure
of contralateral activation, at the top right a representation of the movement induced and below a
representation of the run, where each point represents an iteration and its respective reward, and
highlighted in blue the current iteration. ii represents the stimulation protocol for that iteration. iii
depicts the EMG signals for the muscles taken into account for that reward, which can be looked up
in Table 3.1 the blue colored EMG is the one counting positively towards the reward and iv shows a
polar plot of the activation of the different muscles, normalized by the highest value for that muscle
in that run.

iteration 15 for whole leg flexion (b i at 20Hz, b ii at 80Hz, b iii at 120Hz), but at 80Hz.

From Figure 4.3, d, e and f, a clear difference of the preferred negative electrode for knee
extension and whole leg flexion is observable. Each of the lines in these plots represent the
prediction values for the different position of the anodes, referring to the y axis of d, and
the scatter plot represent the rewards for the different points chosen during the actual run,
referring to the y axis of f.

The run for whole leg flexion synergy in e and f, appears to be less discriminatory than the
knee extension run d, regarding the high predictions of different electrodes, as more than
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Figure 4.2: Online experiment summary for knee extension optimization. a to d, show 4
different iterations. i at the top left shows the overall score of the stimulation using our reward
function as well as the maximum value of the envelope of the left and right EMGs, as a measure
of contralateral activation, at the top right a representation of the movement induced and below a
representation of the run, where each point represents an iteration and its respective reward, and
highlighted in orange the current iteration. ii represents the stimulation protocol for that iteration. iii
depicts the EMG signals for the muscles taken into account for that reward, which can be looked up
in Table 3.1, the orange colored EMG is the one counting positively towards the reward and iv shows
a polar plot of the activation of the different muscles, normalized by the highest value for that muscle
in that run.

one electrode, 12 and 9, have high rewards throughout the run. This, however, makes sense,
as electrode 9 stimulates near root L3 and 12 root L4, which are both the locations that
recruit motor neuron pools that induce a flexion movement. Electrode 8 stimulates around
L2, which is also the intended outcome. Although in Figure 1.1 a general representation of a
human spinal cord is exhibited, as explained earlier, the spinal cord of the patient where our
experiments were done was considerably larger. Allied to the fact that the electrode array is
not always exactly inserted in the same relative position, electrode 8, on the top of the array,
stimulates mainly near L2 and not L1 as indicated.
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Despite the fact that we did not make an online run using the additive Gaussian processes,
we mimicked the run offline employing this approach, using a square exponential kernel for
each dimension, instead of a single square exponential. The same stimulation protocols in
the same search space were chosen and given the same reward. Even though no points were
explored at 20Hz and 120Hz until iteration 41, we can immediately notice the changes in
the predictions at these frequencies (Figure 4.3 c i ,c iii), as this type of Gaussian processes
are able to extrapolate to non-local interactions. This results in much higher predictions for
electrode 9 throughout the run (Figure 4.3 f), which was the one that yielded the best results.

This results can also be seen from a different perspective. In Figure 4.4, a clear dependence
on frequency is visible, along with a well described behaviour of amplitude in a unlike
b. As we increase the amplitude for the same frequency and electrode configuration, there
is a tipping point where its selectivity lowers, since the stimulation starts to affect other
roots which recruit distinct neuron motor pools which lead to different movements. Low
frequencies have a much higher reward for knee extension than for flexion, and the inverse
can be seen for high frequencies. The so abrupt difference in the predictions for amplitude
in Figure 4.4 (a) and (b), are a result of, a different exploratory pattern and the considerable
difference in the hyperparameter used (Table 3.2)

Table 4.1: Summary of a functional mapping session for the same patient by the team
of human experts and for a session using the algorithm developed in this work. The
dissimilarity relates to how similar the stimulations used in the session were, lower values
mean similar stimulations.

Parameters
Humans BO Algorithm
Function Function

Whole Leg Flexion Extension Whole Leg Flexion Extension
Number of stimulations 34 23 50 50

Dissimilarity 0.8298 1.3387 20.9949 38.4744
Time (min) 105 25

Table 4.1 summarizes a functional mapping session using the BO approach and a team
of human experts. The stimulations between the BO and the team of human experts are
not comparable themselves, as the ones we made the algorithm choose from were much
simpler, and the ones from the human experts involved more than 1 electrode configuration
at the time. Nevertheless, Table 4.1 addresses important points. The humans perform less
stimulations in more time, however these stimulations are already very high rewarding,
producing very selective movements. This is due to the prior experience of the experts,
which already know which zones to explore. On the other hand, the algorithm, that has
no prior knowledge, has to explore more, which give high values of dissimilarity. The
dissimilarity is a measure of how similar the stimulations are, it was calculated using the
hamming distance for the electrode configurations and the euclidean distance for the other
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Figure 4.3: Learning state of the algorithm. a and b show the results for the knee extension
optimization and whole leg flexion synergy optimization run, respectively. c shows a rerun in the
offline data using a GP with an additive kernel. In i to iii the highlighted lines represent the mean
prediction of the algorithm for a static electrode configuration and frequency, for different amplitudes
at each iteration of the run. In the background, more transparent, are the lines showing the predictions
for each of the amplitudes. b i to iii and c i to iii, represent the predictions for 20Hz, 80Hz and 120Hz
respectively. a i to iii, represent the predictions for 20Hz, 60Hz and 120Hz. In d e f the predictions
for the different positions of the anodes (8, 9, 10, 12, 14) is shown throughout the run, along with the
rewards of the chosen points for that iteration, the latter is referent to the reward y axis in f and the
former to the prediction y axis in d. g shows the normalized mean predictions for the knee extension,
in orange, and whole leg flexion synergy, in blue, regarding the different anode position.
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Figure 4.4: Behaviour assumption of different dimensions. a is referent to the knee extension
experiment and b to the whole leg flexion. In a and b, the image on the left represents the predictions
for all the amplitudes for a fixed electrode configuration and 3 different frequencies. On the far
right, the predictions for the frequencies with a fixed electrode configuration and 2 amplitudes and
are shown. The grey crosses depict the explored points in that dimension. The fixed electrode
configurations are depicted on the most left hand side of the Figure.

dimensions. The time taken into account was roughly estimated, as this results focus
solemnly in the right leg. A full session of functional mapping with humans experts takes
210 minutes, with 30 minutes for patient preparation ,roughly. A session with the algorithm,
in 90 minutes, outputs in average 400 stimulations, accounting with patient preparation and
pain check up each time a stimulation is sent.

4.2 Cervical stimulation in nonhuman primates

The algorithm was also adapted to work in cervical stimulation for nonhuman primates.
This experiment was conducted during a terminal procedure before euthanasia while the
animal was kept in deep anaesthesia (induction with ketamine + dormicum + fentanyl, and
maintaining with intravenous infusion of propofol). Oxygen supply was provided by means
of a nasal tube and heart rate, body temperature and blood oxygenation were continuously
monitored throughout.
Both the reward and the weights for the different muscles affected by this type of stim-
ulation, were adapted from the human experiments. The reward is the same as Equation
3.3 without the contralateral information of Equation 3.4. Here, similarly to the humans
experiments, the algorithm could not choose the same stimulation twice in the same run.

The search space for this experiments were composed of 20 different electrode configura-
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Table 4.2: Weights representing the contributions of each muscle ,in the reward function
for the nonhuman primates, for the different movements.

Muscle
Function to optimize

Grasp Reach Pull Triceps
Deltoid (DEL) .8 - - -
Biceps (BIC) .2 .2 - -
Triceps (TRI) - .8 -.4 -

Extensor Digitorium Communis (EDC) -1 -1 .2 -
Flexor Carpis Radialis (FCR) - - .8 -1

Flexor Digitorium Superficialis (FDS) - - -.2 .2
Abductor Policis (APS) - - -.4 .8

tions, a range of amplitudes, frequencies and pulsewidths, also giving rise to a search space
in the order of 103 possibilities of choice at each iteration. The electrode used had only 6
channels, as represented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 in this chapter.

4.2.1 Results

The first experience was performed to optimize the grasp ability (Figure 4.5). After an
exploratory phase of 20 stimulations (Figure 4.5 h), the algorithm converged to a subset of
electrode configurations, where by adapting the other parameters it discovered performing
stimulations. There is a consistent evolution of the specificity of the movement throughout
the run.

The second experiment was performed to find a selective stimulation for the Triceps, to
induce a reaching movement. Similar results to Figure 4.5 are seen, however, since we
wanted to be selective to only one muscle, we can see that the algorithm was moving towards
a stimulation that was more focused in diminishing the activity of the other 7 muscles,
instead of trying to increase triceps activity. A search in a subset of stimulation protocols is
also observed. (Table 4.4)
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Figure 4.5: Summary of the grasp optimization run in nonhuman primates. In a a map of
the electrode used is shown. From b to g in i a cropped image of the video of the arm for a given
iteration with a manual tracking of the movement is displayed. In ii, the polar plots for selectivity are
exhibited, the same procedure of normalization for the polar plots of Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 was
used. In h the EMG for all the different muscles that are taken into account in the reward function
are exposed, highlighted in blue are the ones that count positively to this reward. In j the full run is
laid out, in blue the reward function, as gray dots the different iterations and respective reward and
as blue points the stimulations that produced the results from b to g, shown in order of appearance.
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Table 4.3: Sequence of stimulation protocols for grasp optimization run. Highlighted in
bold are the iterations referent to Figure 4.5 by order of appearance.

Iterations
Stimulation Protocol

Negative Electrode Positive Electrode Amplitude Frequency Pulsewidth
6 1 3 0.9 80 300
12 3 2 0.3 80 300
14 1 2 0.75 80 300
23 4 2 1.05 80 300
24 4 2 0.9 80 300
25 4 5 1.05 80 300
26 4 5 0.9 80 300
27 4 5 1.05 80 200
28 4 5 0.75 80 300
29 4 5 0.9 80 200
30 4 5 0.6 80 300
31 4 5 0.75 80 200
32 4 2 1.05 80 200

Table 4.4: Sequence of stimulation protocols of triceps optimization run. Highlighted in
bold are the iterations referent to Figure 4.6 by order of appearance.

Iterations
Stimulation Protocol

Negative Electrode Positive Electrode Amplitude Frequency Pulsewidth
6 2 1, 4 1.05 20 300

14 4 2 1.05 20 300
15 1 3 1.05 60 200
16 1 3 0.9 60 200
17 1 3 1.05 60 300
18 1 3 0.45 60 300
19 1 3 0.9 60 300
20 5 3 1.05 60 200
21 1 2 1.05 60 200
22 1 3 0.75 60 200
23 1 2 1.05 60 300
24 1 2 0.9 60 300
25 1 2 0.75 60 300
26 1 2 0.9 60 200
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Figure 4.6: Summary of the triceps optimization run in nonhuman primates. In a a map of
the electrode used is shown. From b to g in i a cropped image of the video of the arm for a given
iteration with a manual tracking of the movement is displayed. In ii, the polar plots for selectivity are
exhibited, the same procedure of normalization for the polar plots of Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. In h
the EMG for all the different muscles that are taken into account in the reward function are exposed,
highlighted in orange are the ones that count positively to this reward. In j the full run is laid out, in
orange the reward function, as gray dots the different iterations and respective reward and as orange
points the stimulations that produced the results from b to g, shown in order of appearance.
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4.3 Discussion

The general performance of the algorithm. In the human tests the GP , even with a lot of
safety constraints imposed by the human expert team, the algorithm manage to find several
clusters of high reward stimulations for each type of movement. When the search space was
built, from the 10 electrode configurations, two were known to yield high results for whole
leg flexion, electrode 9 and 12, and one for knee extension, electrode 8 multipolar, the others
were manipulations of these stimulations by a non expert. The algorithm, explored both
electrode configurations known to be appropriate for the movement in both runs, and when
optimizing whole leg flexion even manage to find a configuration that was more selective.
Nevertheless, the results for knee extension were obtained, as referred before, by using a
non zero mean before hand. The algorithm did not know which points were explored or not,
but it had information about the predictions of the previous run regarding the mean. This
demonstrates the capability of Bayesian approaches that are able to incorporate priors that
allow a better performance.

The case of the nonhuman primates was an interesting one. Contrary to the human experi-
ences, when building the search space for the nonhuman primate experiences, no electrode
configuration or full stimulation protocol was known to yield high reward. Moreover, since
this was a new type of stimulation, with a different electrode array, it was unclear for non
experts, which should be the cathodes and anodes in the electrode to yield a high reward
for the different types of movement. Hence, this was a clear situation where this framework
demonstrated its utility, as in both experiences it found subsets of high performing stimu-
lations (Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6). After around, 1 minute and 30 seconds, the algorithm in
both cases found stimulations that produced the desired movement, being iteratively more
selective. In Figure 4.6, the GP adapts to the problem of augmenting the selectivity of
the triceps, by not trying to increase triceps activation, but to also focus in decreasing the
activity of the other muscles, as we can see from the polar plots.

Table 4.1 also gives a good summary of the difference of this approach regarding the human
experts. Humans come with a great deal of prior knowledge and experience that enables
them to find good stimulations without the need to extensively explore. This has its benefits
and consequences, obviously the time it takes to find a good stimulation is lower, but since
there is a lot interchangeability between patients, different stimulations could yield better
results, or at least to make sure they are near a global maximum of the function. The time
it takes to manually enter stimulations also plays a role for the long sessions the patients
must have. Furthermore, this manual input is more prone to human errors. On the contrary,
the algorithm has a much bigger rate of stimulations per minute. This must not be seen as
an opportunity to randomly search stimulations, this dissertation had the goal of efficiently
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finding a good stimulation by doing a structured search, leading to the need of sending the
least amount of stimulations possible. Unintuitively, the dissimilarity is bigger for the run
where the algorithm started with a prior belief, this is due to the fact that after it explores the
only electrode configuration that is known to yield high reward, it struggles to find another
one, hence it does not fixate around any other stimulation, leading to a very high exploratory
behaviour.

Concluding, we can see than in much less time the algorithm explores more, and disparate
stimulations, that give a good sense of the patients reactions to the stimulations, while not
compromising the subset optimization of a certain electrode configuration.

Suitability of the reward function. For the human experiences we can see some mismatch
of what the EMGs are transmitting to our algorithm relative to what is happening in terms of
movement. As, per example, although the algorithm stimulations were more selective than
the ones more similar to the human experts, the latter produce a more smooth movement.
Moreover, there is also less contralateral activation, which makes us inquire about the need
to give more weight to this aspect of the reward function, as now, the contralateral activation
is taken into account in Equation 3.3 as an attenuating factor. The more contralateral
activation one stimulation has, the closer its reward will be to zero. However, if we have
a lot of activation from the muscles we are targeting, even if there is some contralateral
activation, this does not seem to greatly affect the reward, since the greater activation of
targeted muscles compensates for this contralateral activation. This could be due to the
fact that the reward function, was initially developed to aid the human experts quantify the
stimulations they were performing, and help in the guidance of the maximum. Nonetheless,
the human experts have access to the kinematics of the leg, which our algorithm did not.

Furthermore, there were some misclassification in the experiment of knee extension (Fig-
ure 4.3 a iii), the explored points at 120Hz visually gave a extension followed by a flexion,
however since we only take into account the first 0.5s of stimulation, as a measure to not
take into account movement artifacts or other irregularities, the muscles activated during
the flexion phase were not taken into account. Moreover, our online normalization is not
optimal for the online setting, but it was necessary to have comparable measures of activity.

Taken all of this into account, our algorithm still managed to correctly learn the search space,
because as you can see in Figure 4.3 a iii, the predictions for this frequency quickly returned
to almost 0.

In the nonhuman primate experiences there were almost no misclassification problems, and
the reward seemed to fit well, which led to good runs from the algorithm, quickly exploring a
subset of high reward stimulations. However, for the triceps (Figure 4.6) optimization case,
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at iteration 17, the reward was high for a stimulation that produced an over extension of
the animal’s arm (Figure 4.6 c i), and although the algorithm did not kept exploring similar
stimulations, due to the fact that the same electrode configurations gave poor rewards, the
reward should be adjusted not to give high values to this type of movements. Stimulations
such as Figure 4.6 f i, that recruited less muscle fibers, hence with less activation, but
more specific, gave rise to much more natural smoother movements for reaching. Again,
kinematics could solve this problems if incorporated into the reward.

The algorithm learns the structure of the data. This results were possible because the
algorithm learned well and efficiently the structure of the data. Figure 4.4 a depicts how
the algorithm’s perspective changed relative to the different parameters. Amplitude is well
characterized with a peak of selectivity and the frequency goes accordingly to previous,
unpublished, work of this group that sates a frequency dependence for flexion and extension
movements. Low frequencies recruit extensor muscles and high frequencies recruit flexor
muscles, which goes accordingly to our results. Remembering we are doing regression with
GPs, this results could be expected, nonetheless, the algorithm only explored 50 points per
run and a great deal of these points were at 1.0 mA for safety reasons, which yielded almost
no information about the search space. Therefore, it is promising that the GP gets such
a good grasp in terms of predictions for the amplitude and frequencies. This learning, is
very influenced by the hyperparameters, in Figure 4.4 b, the amplitude does not show the
behaviour seen in the knee extension experiment, although it should, this is because of a high
hyperparameter length that lead to the covariance matrix be independent of this dimension.

The same study could not be done extensively for the nonhuman primate experiences, as
we had limited access to the animals, and could not perform enough stimulations in order to
have a complete study of frequency and amplitude, due to the fact that the algorithm fixated
itself in a certain frequency in each run. This is a result of not having a prior dataset where
we could test our approaches, the hyperparameters were adjusted online by non experts
which led to a very low exploratory phase in the frequency dimension.

A more robust algorithm can be employed to better learn this structure, as an Additive
Gaussian Processes, which in Figure 4.3 c demonstrates it can make predictions for the
stimulations at 20Hz and 120Hz, from points explored at 80Hz. Paradoxically, this also
led to worse predictive reward values for electrode 12, which, physiologically, yields good
rewards, but is very different from the stimulations using electrode 9, which physiologically
also yields good flexion movements, and was the first stimulation to be explored with
success, from these two electrode configurations. This problem could be address with a
more extensive study for the hyperparameters regarding electrode configuration for Additive
Gaussian processes.
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5.1 Final discussion

The field of neuroprosthetics has room for new emerging machine learning approaches to
aid researchers and technicians to make the most out of these technologies and provide better
and more efficient treatment to patients with several disabilities. This work is a step forward
in the collaboration of both fields.

As referred in Chapter 1, the team of human experts in [Wagner et al., 2018] spends a
considerable amount of time in the functional mapping phase. Each patient is different,
reacting differently to the stimulation, with different lesions and physiology. All of this
factors contribute to a not straightforward optimization of the parameters needed for a
stimulation to produce desired movements in a given situation. In this dissertation, we
considered Bayesian optimization as a powerful technique to be employed in an interactive
machine learning system, to optimize a black box function, in the setting of the STIMO
project.

In Chapter 4 using a standard BO approach, we were able to obtain comparable results
to the human team. Although, the finding of high reward stimulations was achieved in
considerably less time than the team of human experts, the stimulations found by the al-
gorithm work in a static setting and not a temporal one. Moreover, some criticism could
arise, similar to [Desautels et al., 2015], from the fact that we use a repetition limit and
our measure of success is based on the finding of high reward stimulations. Concerning
the former, allied with the fact that our search space is small, 103 possible decisions, other
algorithms could choose similar decisions to the GP-UCB, since no pointwise convergence
is observed. However, our algorithm does converges to a subset of high performing stim-
ulations, more clearly seen in the nonhuman primate experiences, where from 20 possible
electrode configurations it explores between 2 that yield high reward and an appropriate
movement during several iterations. Theoretically, the algorithm and its convergence prop-
erties are described in [Desautels et al., 2014]. Also, it is very efficient in not choosing
poor rewarding stimulations in both cases, as in the human experiences, it explored the
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known high rewarding stimulations before 20 iterations. Resulting ,in the end, in a subset
of explored points substantially smaller than the full size of the decision set, that contained
several high reward stimulations. Moreover, specially in the knee extension experience,
the algorithm makes sensible predictions for the behaviour of the amplitude and frequency.
Although, as explained before, we must keep in mind we are doing a regression and therefore
we would expect theGP to follow the statistics of the data, it could from less than 50 points,
which were not explored randomly, to grasp well the context of the problem, while obtaining
high reward stimulations.

Even though the tuning of the hyperparameters in Chapter 3, and the suitability of the
algorithm was evaluated offline, prior to the online experiences, a more extensive dataset
must be built for this purpose. The way we trained the algorithm was not optimal, but had
in mind a search through the possible hyperparameters that would fit a problem as ours. The
final decisions were made by the user, which took into account, how the different parameters
influence the stimulation based in previous knowledge, due to the fact that the dataset was
small and so there could easily be an overfitting of the hyperparameters. This approach,
instead of the standard MLE for optimization, was initially thought to be inserted in the
online algorithm, in order to also optimize the hyperparameters as the algorithm runs, but it
soon demonstrated its unfeasibility.

Moving to the framework itself, we were able to promptly send precise stimulations to the
human patients and nonhuman primates, that clearly surpass the respective human teams
during their session, regarding the number of stimulations per session. Obviously, this
is not the only metric to be taken into account, as our goal is not to send a great deal
of stimulations, as the fewer we need to get a high reward the better, nevertheless, it is
important we send them correctly and fast, in order to diminish the time the patient is being
subject to this sessions. Having this in mind, our framework, which was adapted to work
in two distinct settings, managed to send, for the nonhuman primates, 1 stimulation each
2.5s, where the time to move back the arm to the original position is taken into account and
1 stimulation each 4.4s, in the human experiences, where pain check times were taken into
account.

The work in nonhuman primates was based in [Barra et al., 2018], where selective stim-
ulations are also sought. The results we had in this setting show the adaptability and
robustness of our approach. We did not have any offline nonhuman primate data prior
to testing the algorithm online, or an extensive knowledge of cervical stimulation and an
appropriate reward function, notwithstanding, the algorithm was able to find high per-
forming stimulations, which go accordingly with previous human expert experiences. Per
example, using electrode 1 for reach and 4 and 5 for pulling and grasping. An improvement
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our algorithm offered in contrast to the human team, was the fact that it explored several
multipolar stimulations, with different pulse widths, whereas the human team explored
mostly monopolar stimulations with a single pulse width. This also relates to the human
experiences, where our algorithm also took pulse width into consideration, distinctly from
the humans which fixed themselves at 300 µs.

A new algorithm was also developed based in the work of [Duvenaud et al., 2011], which
could have been a more interesting approach, as it could have better get a sense of the
underlying data distribution as we also have more parameters to play with, such as the
different kernels for each dimension and the weights for the predictions of each of this
kernels.

Concluding, a full framework was developed and successfully integrated in the running
STIMO project from [Wagner et al., 2018], and also tested in a nonhuman primate cervical
stimulation setting. In both situations, the algorithm performed well, depicting exploration
patterns which track different dimensions of the search space, contrary to the human expert
teams which usually fixed one or more parameters at the time, and exploiting appropriate
stimulations for each type of movement.

5.2 Future directions

Although, the results of this work are promising, there are still considerable modifications
that are needed. Regarding the algorithm itself, we must move away from the standard
BO algorithms which under perform in several situations [Bogunovic, 2019]. We are
already moving in this direction with the development of an additive Gaussian process,
nevertheless, we can take as example more recent work of [Sui et al., 2018], where safety
constraints are enforced in an eloquent manner to value both efficacy and comfort. The work
of [Bogunovic et al., 2016] and [Zhang et al., 2019] can also be of use to push this work in
the direction of a temporal stimulation, rather only a static one. Addressing changes in this
temporal setting is necessary, as our reward function will change as the patient condition
improves and it learns to better use the stimulation. Not only those long-term changes
must be addressed, but also short-term such as the patient motivation to train in a given
day or its fatigue during a session. Also, our search space will exponentially increase, as
we need to give optimal stimulations at the correct time to produce the desired movements.
Currently, this is done by the team of human experts during a time course of around 2 weeks
for each patient. This does make wonder about the possibility of employing techniques of
submodular optimization, since there should be different sets of possible combination of
stimulations that are suitable for different timepoints in the gait cycle for each patient.
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Moreover, the feedback that our algorithm gets is not always perfect, either because of
movement artifacts, noise or processing differences between settings, or the uncertainty we
have from limited training, as well as the fact we might be interested in a region of good in-
puts instead of a single point. Hence using ideas per example from [Bogunovic et al., 2018],
we can address these problems to build a more robust algorithm for this type of adversarial
attacks.

Meta-learning algorithms could also be applied to this problem of sequential decision mak-
ing [Galashov et al., 2019] [Finn et al., 2019]. As we saw from the human expert team,
they can obtain good results after a low number of stimulations due to their extensive
knowledge of the subject. Even though, there is a lot of interchangeability between patients,
there is still some learning we can transfer between them. Therefore, an algorithm that
learns from similar problems or different patients, adapting them to the specific task using
data-driven priors, is bound to yield high results.

Another improvement that must be employed is not related to the design of the algorithm
itself, but to the reward function. Solely focusing on the EMG value is very restrictive, as
we saw from some misclassifications during the human and nonhuman primate experiences.
Getting a fast and precise recording of kinematics using novel computer vision techniques
[Xiang et al., 2015] [Alahi et al., 2012] is crucial to address such situations where the EMG
values do not correspond to the movement observed. Furthermore, moving to a kinematic
based reward is a pivotal point, if we want to have the possibility to move to a temporal
walking setting. This relates to recent, and also unpublished work of [Wagner et al., 2018],
which state a difference in output for the same stimulation, because, as the position of the
patient changes, the electrode array gets closer or further away from the spinal cord, which
in turn leads to different needs of amplitudes or pulse widths. A reward based on kinematics
and EMG can relate this type of interaction, and make it easier for the algorithm to arrive
at good stimulations. Another hypothesis, would be to learn the reward function itself,
however this is challenging as in our setting we do not know which objective we want to
achieve, as there is no agreement on which type of EMG values for the different muscles,
or a kinematic description for the best walking pattern for someone in a therapy setting with
spinal cord injury.

Finally, taking all this into account, subsequent machine learning projects that could follow
these directions, are bound to improve the scalability of projects such as the one this thesis
inserted itself in. Diminishing the need of a team of trained specialists, making it easier
to deploy these therapies in different locations is crucial. Moreover, the development of
more efficient and robust learning algorithms applied to different settings, pushes forward
the interdisciplinary work between the fields of neurotechnology, mathematics, machine
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learning and neuroscience [Hassabis et al., 2017] [Ullman, 2019].
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